Preferential autoantibody reactivity of the preimmune B cell repertoire in normal mice.
Naturally occurring autoantibodies are frequently found in the sera of healthy individuals. They usually exhibit low binding affinities for autoantigens and often react with multiple antigenic determinants. To determine whether their frequencies have been overestimated by sensitive testing procedures, the germ-line B cell repertoire of strain A mice was examined for reactivity with a panel of auto- and foreign Ag. If the high frequencies of autoantibodies result from testing procedures, equally high frequencies would be expected for foreign Ag specificities detected in the same manner. The presence of specific autoantibodies was confirmed in this study by the disparate frequencies observed for antibodies reactive with individual Ag. The frequencies were highest for autoantigens associated with SLE, indicating a bias toward autoreactivity in the preimmune repertoire. Analysis of VH gene usage did not indicate any selection in V gene expression with autoreactivity.